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Abstract. In this paper a new method of power transmission wire’s deicing is described.
Deicing process is divided into three independent sub-processes, namely the process of
melting the thin inner layer of ice cover, the process of ice cylinder fracturing into
components due to bending deformations; the process of shaking off the fractured ice
cylinder elements by inertial forces. Mathematical description of each sub-process is
shown.

1. Introduction
In [1, 2] a method of power transmission wire’s deicing, based on the use of the electrodynamic and
thermal influences on the wires, is described. Thus, a controllable source of current, generating pulses
of a specific frequency, duty cycle and amplitude, is proposed to use as the source of both effects [3].
As a result of these impacts ice cover will be exposed to heating of the inner layer, the bending
deformation of the forced vibrations of the wire in the span between the tangent towers, and the
impact from shaking the wire.
If we assume that the deicing process is linear, then, based on the principle of superposition, it can
be conditionally divided into three independent sub-processes: the process of thin inner layer melting
of ice cover, which provides a sharp decrease in the adhesive properties of the contact "wire-ice"; the
process of ice cylinder fracturing into components due to bending deformations; the process of
shaking off the fractured ice cylinder elements by inertial forces.
The purpose of present work is creating of mathematical description for each of the sub-processes
mentioned above.

2. Process of thin inner layer melting of ice cover
In considering the sub-process, the next assumptions were introduced:
 Ice cover has the shape of an ideal cylinder having an inner diameter determined by the wire
section and the outer diameter – by the thickness of deposited ice.
 The density of ice is uniform and the structure of ice is constant.
 Conductor stranded cable in cross-section is a perfect circle and has no release coating.
 The temperature of the ice cover and the temperature of the cable are the same.
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 Heat capacity of supporting steel core is equal to the heat capacity of aluminum wire.
In [4, 5] experimental data on the adhesion strength of contact "ice-material" are shown. The data
show dependence of the adhesion strength on the contact’s temperature, physical-mechanical
properties of ice and a number of other characteristic. It’s shown, that the adhesion strength sharply
decreases then the thin water layer occurs between ice and material. Therefore, the main task of the
sub-process is the formation of a reliable water layer.
With the assumptions above, the energy required for creating the water layer can be defined as:
(1)
Ww.l  Wh.c  Wice ,
where: Wh.c – energy required for heating cable (J); Wice – energy required for conversion ice to other
aggregate state (J).
Wh.c  cc  mc   t1  t2   cc  l   st  sst  al  sal   t1  t2  , (2)
where: cc – heat capacity of the cable (920 J/(kg·K)); mc – cable’s mass (kg); t1 – temperature of
heated cable (°C); t2 – initial temperature of a contact "wire-ice" (°C); l – length of span (m); st –
density of steel core (kg/m3);

– density of aluminium wire (kg/m3); sst – total cross section of
steel core (m2); sal – total cross section of aluminium wire (m2). To simplify the calculation of the
mass of wire, hanged in the span, we use the reference data [6].
(3)
Wice  cice  mi.l   0  t2   qm.i  mice  cw  mw  t1  0 ,
al

where: cice – specific heat capacity of ice (2110 J/(kg·K)); mi.l 

ice

 l   dm   d  dm  – mass of

ice, which should be melted (kg); qm.i – specific heat of ice melting (330000 J/kg); cw – specific heat
of water (4218 J/(kg·K)); mw – mass of water after melting (kg, mw  mice ); ice – density of ice
(kg/m3); d – cable’s diameter (m); d m – thickness of ice layer, which should be melted (m).
Since the energy, required for heating cable and melting ice, formed by the flow of current through
the cable:
Ww.l  I ef2  Rel  tmelt ,
(4)
where: I ef  I m2  t p T – effective current value (A); Rel – electric resistance of cable (ohm); tmelt –
time of melting (s); I m – amplitude of current’s pulses (A); t p – pulse width (s); T – pulse period (s);

tp T 

– pulse ratio. Therefore, the required parameters of current’s pulses can be defined as:

Im 

cc  mc   t1  t2   mi.l   qm.i  cice  t2  cw  t1 
Rel  tmelt 

.

So, pulse ratio at the fixed Im should be equal:
cc  mc   t1  t2   mi.l   qm.i  cice  t2  cw  t1 

.
Rel  tmelt  I m2

(5)

(6)

3. Ice cylinder fracturing process
The main factor, providing the breaking of the ice cylinder, formed around power cable, into a few
fragments is the presence of bending moments occurring during power cable’s oscillations due to the
Ampere force. The frequency and amplitude of the cable’s oscillations depend on the span length, the
power cable’s mechanical properties and the parameters of the current pulse flowing through the
cable.
As is generally known [7], the bending moment of ice cover (in the form of a plate) may be
defined as:
 g   lsst2
M b  ice
,
(7)
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Where: – the thickness of the ice cover (m); g – free fall acceleration (9.81 m/s2); lst – half of
wave length of ice plate’s static deflection (m) (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Ice plate’s bending
To simplify the problem solutions we assume that the ice cylinder can be represented as a square
cross-section. Then the plates in the top and bottom planes of the cylinder will be bended, and the
lateral planes will only be shrinked end stretched. The upper cylinder’s plate under the influence of
the bending moment will experience compression at the bending point, and the lower – stretching.
Assuming that the forces consumed for compression and stretching of the cylinder’s lateral plates,
substantially less than forces consumed for compression and stretching the upper and lower plates of
the cylinder, and the forces of compression and stretching of these plates are the same, the bending
moment of the ice cylinder is:
(8)
M i.c  ice  g   lsts2 .
At a certain limiting value of the bending moment
(9)
M lim  bend  2 6 ,
where bend – ultimate bending strength of ice (N/m2), we can define a length of the fractured ice
cylinder element:
bend 
.
(10)
li.c 
6 g  ice
It should be emphasized, that bend depends on the temperature, and it rises while the temperature
falls. For example, ultimate bending strength of sea ice rises on 50 % while the temperature falls from
-1.2 °С to -4 °С.
In the analyzed case, the bending moment will occur at the expense of the electrodynamic effect
produced by the Ampere force. At the same time, taking into account the principle of superposition,
the bending moment will represent the cumulative effect of two things:
(11)
M bend  M F  M I  FI ,
where:

MF

– moment of force, conditioned by the static effect of disturbing force

F  t   Fmax  sin t ; M I  FI – moment component, conditioned by the effect of inertial force; M I –
bending moment of unit force; Fmax – peak value of the Ampere force;  – frequency of
electrodynamic influence forced oscillation.
Assuming power transmission wires on the period of the natural oscillations are parallel, the peak
value of the Ampere force is determined:
2 0  I1  I 2  l par
F
,
(12)
4   r12
where:  0 – permeability of vacuum (4π∙10-7 N/A2); I1 , I 2 – amplitudes of current pulses in the
wires (A); r12 – distance between the wires (m); l par – length of the parallel wires (m).
Supposing that the point of the mass of wire and the point of application of the electrodynamic
effects are the same, the bending moment can be determined by static load M F and dynamic factor

kdyn :

M bend  kdyn  M F ,
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where: kdyn  1 1  2 02  ; 0 – wire’s free oscillation’s circular frequency (s-1).

0   l   T0  ,

(14)

where:  – wire’s linear density (kg/m); T0 – conductor strain (N) [8].
On the other hand, the static moment M F can be evaluated as the product of the driving force and
the arm l , and provided that wire’s oscillations are sinusoidal, l   2 , where  (m) – the
wavelength of the oscillations.
Thus, when the parameters of oscillations are fixed, we can determine the length of the fractured
ice cylinder elements and find a mass of ice to be shaking off.

4. Process of fractured ice cylinder elements shaking off
The process of shaking off the fractured ice cylinder elements will occur under the influence of
dynamic effect. When wire’s oscillations are sinusoidal, the displacement of material point of wire’s
part is defined as:
x  A  cos  t   ,
(15)
where: A – amplitude of material point’s oscillation (m);  – frequency of wire’s oscillation (s-1); 
– phase shift of oscillations (rad).
The material point’s acceleration can be evaluated as:
a  A  2  cos  t     ,
(16)
and the driving force acting on the oscillating wire section (material point):
Fdr   mc  mice   A  2  cos  t     ,

(17)

where mice – mass of ice cover (kg).
The amplitude of wire’s material point’s forced oscillation can be estimated by the next expression
[9]:

Ah
Where: h  Fdr

 mc  mice 

02  2  4 2  2 ,

(18)

– ratio of driving force’s peak value and mass;  – oscillation’s

damping factor.
When   0 , A  h  02  2  .
Shaking off the fractured ice cylinder element will occur on condition that driving force Fdr is
greater than the weight of the element, which can be calculated by the expression:
P  g  ice  l   d   d  d  ,
(19)
Where:

d – thickness of the ice cylinder (m).

5. Conclusions
So, the represented mathematical description of deicing physical processes allows to design a
mathematical model of power transmission line’s wires deicing by electrodynamic influence. It’s
possible to research deicing process at the different power line’s characteristics, different ice
formation conditions and different parameters of electrodynamic influence, on the basis of the model.
This research allows to optimize the parameters of electrodynamic influence’s source, to estimate
an influence of assumptions on the deicing process’s quality and efficiency. As a result, effective
control law for the source of electrodynamic influence can be developed.
The reported study was supported by the State Task Funding “Science” of Russian Federation
(2.1318.2014).
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